Flexible Data Delivery Process
- RESTful download API
- Amazon S3 to S3 data transfers

Self-Service Portal
- Dataset and product search capabilities
- Track and manage orders
- Single-sign-on via CME Group Login
- Get price quotes online, saving you time and steps
- Simplified pricing structure allows for quicker decision making

Available Datasets:
- Third Party Data
- Market By Order (MBO)
- Market Depth
- Top-of-Book (BBO)
- Time & Sales
- End-of-Day
- Block Trades
- Volume & Open Interest

Integrated Invoicing and Licensing
- Online license agreements
- Secure payment processing

CME CF Cryptocurrency Indices Streaming Service: Bitcoin and Ether
- 24/7 streaming market data access to CME CF Cryptocurrency indices.
- The BRTI (Bitcoin Real-Time Index) and ETHUSD_RTI (Ether-Dollar Real-Time Index) are real time indices of the U.S. Dollar price against the relevant currency and are published once every second.
- The BRR (Bitcoin Reference Rate) and ETHUSD_RR (Ether-Dollar Reference Rate) aggregate the respective trade flows at major global cryptocurrency spot exchanges during a specific calculation window into a once-a-day reference rate of the U.S. dollar price against the relevant cryptocurrency.
- Historical data for BRR and BRTI available since November 2016.
- End-of-Day files for the Reference Rates and Real-Time Indices are also available

CME Market Data Services
More than Data – We Deliver Endless Possibilities
From key pricing on our benchmark future and options products used around the world, to exciting insights driven by non-traditional data sources; to fast, flexible, secure access to live market intelligence; find everything you need to inform every trading decision you make. See how our market data offerings can empower your trading at cmegroup.com/data

Get Started with a Historical Data Trial Subscription. cmegroup.com/market-data/datamine-historical-data
Learn more at cmegroup.com/datamine or contact Market Technology Sales at markettechsales@cmegroup.com
Neither futures trading nor swaps trading are suitable for all investors, and each involves the risk of loss. Swaps trading should only be undertaken by investors who are Eligible Contract Participants (ECPs) within the meaning of Section 1a(18) of the Commodity Exchange Act. Futures and swaps each are leveraged investments and, because only a percentage of a contract’s value is required to trade, it is possible to lose more than the amount of money deposited for either a futures or swaps position. Therefore, traders should only use funds that they can afford to lose without affecting their lifestyles and only a portion of those funds should be devoted to any one trade because traders cannot expect to profit on every trade. All examples discussed are hypothetical situations, used for explanation purposes only, and should not be considered investment advice or the results of actual market experience.

CME Group, the Globe Logo, CME, Globex, E-Mini, CME Direct, CME Datamine and Chicago Mercantile Exchange are trademarks of Chicago Mercantile Exchange Inc. CBOT is a trademark of the Board of Trade of the City of Chicago, Inc. NYMEX is a trademark of New York Mercantile Exchange, Inc. COMEX is a trademark of Commodity Exchange, Inc. The information within this communication has been compiled by CME Group for general purposes only. CME Group assumes no responsibility for any errors or omissions. Additionally, all examples in this communication are hypothetical situations, used for explanation purposes only, and should not be considered investment advice or the results of actual market experience. All matters pertaining to rules and specifications herein are made subject to and are superseded by official CME, CBOT and NYMEX rules. Current rules should be consulted in all cases concerning contract specifications.
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